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Abstract
Purpose: Access to diagnostics is vital for clinical decision-making but is rarely prioritized
in national health services strategic plans (NHSSPs)[1].
Materials and Methods: An analysis was conducted of the inclusion of medical imaging
as well as laboratory medicine in current NHSSPs for both low-income countries (LICs)
and lower- middle-income countries (LMICs). NHSSPs of 79 countries were examined for
the inclusion of key terms relevant to imaging and laboratory medicine.
Results: Current and electronically available NHSSPs were found for 33 countries, 14
from LICs and 19 from LMICs. Terminology related to imaging was referenced in very few
of the plans, and terminology related to laboratory medicine only slightly more. Imaging
or laboratory workforce was discussed in 7% and 8% of the NHSSPs respectively. Imaging
equipment, technology, or infrastructure was mentioned in 11% of NHSSPs compared
to 19% that referenced “laboratory.” Information on key performance indicators and
budgeting relating to imaging and laboratory were included in 12% and 21% of NHSSPs
respectively. No countries referred to national radiology plans, and only three (Sierra
Leone, Haiti, and Zambia) mentioned national laboratory plans. Diagnostics services are
not well covered in NHSSPs and imaging is particularly disadvantaged.
Conclusion: The absence of medical imaging in NHSSPs makes it less likely that these
services will be incorporated into policy and then funded, hence limiting the success
of Universal Health Coverage by 2030. The inclusion of imaging in the World Health
Organization Essential Diagnostics List is a critical step to addressing inadequate services.
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Introduction

government websites, NGO websites, and other WHO
databases [17,18].

This study aims to examine the extent to which NHSSPs
recognize medical imaging and laboratory medicine in the
areas of workforce, technology/equipment/infrastructure,
financing, and key performance indicators in their
considerations of the UHC2030 initiative [4].

Materials and Methods
We evaluated the NHSSPs for 79 countries to determine
inclusion of key terms. The World Bank classification for
Country and Lending Groups was used to identify LLMICs
for this analysis [16]. NHSSPs were located through the WHO
Country Planning Cycle Database on the WHO extranet,
2/10

Identification

Countries identified as low-income
countries or lower-middle-income
countries through the World Bank
Classification (N = 79)
Records excluded because
of end date of 2020 or
earlier (N=40)

Screening

The call to ensure that medical imaging is included
as a vital part of country-level health care systems
has been acknowledged in numerous global health
documents [6,12,13]. According to the World Health
Organization (WHO), a medical treatment regime should
not be instituted without a clear diagnosis [5]. Imaging
diagnostics, including x-ray, ultrasound, computerized
tomography (CT), and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
play a key role in up to 30% of all medical conditions
[14,15]. As countries design and deliver on their essential
health benefits packages towards achieving UHC2030,
access to medical imaging will be critical to having a
reliable health care system. The importance of imaging
in UHC2030 plans, however, has not been sufficiently
emphasized [1].

Available documents with a policy end date listed as 2021
or later were included. A flow chart on the availability of
NHSSPs for LICs and LMICs is presented in Figure 1. The
planning documents were examined for the presence
of the key terms (indicators) along with the inclusion of
key performance indicators (KPIs), presented in Table 1.
Key terms were categorized into workforce, equipment/
technology/infrastructure, and budget. KPIs were defined
as baseline and target performance metrics related to
laboratory medicine and medical imaging. For NHSSPs that
were not written in English (instead French, Portuguese,
or Spanish), Google Translate was used to interpret each
term. Each of these were then examined by a native English
speaker [19]. Of the 33 NHSSPs that were current and
available online, 13 policies were written in languages other
than English. Some terms posed particular issues when
translated to different languages. Therefore, redundancy was
built into the terms selected for analysis so that inclusion of
each category could be assured.

Records with end of 2021 or later
(N = 39; LIC = 15;
LMIC = 24)
Record excluded because of
lack of access or inability to
locate plan (N=6)

Eligibility

Lack of availability and access to diagnostic imaging in
low- and lower middle-income countries (LLMICs), and
particularly in low-income countries (LICs), contributes
to an increase in global disease burden and mortality [1].
Lower middle-income countries (LMICs), faced with the
double burden of infectious diseases and the growing
threat of non-communicable diseases, are struggling to
achieve Universal Health Coverage by 2030 (UHC2030)
[2-4]. In LLMICs, the unavailability of imaging tests has been
linked to complications of pregnancy and disproportionate
impact of trauma, as well as the underdiagnosis of highly
prevalent diseases such as tuberculosis and cancer [2,5-8].
The lack of prioritization of medical imaging at a national
level, even relative to other diagnostic services such as
laboratory medicine, has contributed to the scarcity of
a skilled workforce, proper infrastructure, and financial
resources [8,9]. Health care services priorities are described
and set out in National Health Policies, Strategies, and
Plans (referred to in this paper as National Health Services
Strategic Plans (NHSSPs)) [10]. NHSSPs are country-specific
frameworks to describe how health priorities and issues will
be managed, including those related to political benchmarks
[10]. They serve as the gateway to establish and strengthen
Universal Health Coverage (UHC) at a country level
[10]. Items included in these plans are more likely to be
operationalized [11].

Records Analyzed
(N=33, LIC=14; LMIC=19)

Figure 1. Flow chart of the countries and the associated National
Health Service Strategic Plans (NHSSPs) included in this analysis.
The status of an NHSSP (whether its status is current based on a
policy end date of 2021 or later) was determined through the WHO
Country Planning Cycle Database. Five countries were excluded
that have a current NHSSP but their documents were not available
on the database or through an internet search (Algeria, Sao Tome
and Principe, Syrian Arab Republic, Tunisia, and the West Bank and
Gaza). Additionally, the NHSSP for Bangladesh must be specially
requested through the database due to its size. It was not received
following a request and therefore the policy was not included in
this analysis.
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Table 1. List of terms or definitions used to assess the integration of laboratory medicine and medical imaging in the
current National Health Service Strategic Plans. Terms related to (1) imaging workforce, (2) imaging equipment/technology/
infrastructure, (3) laboratory workforce (4) laboratory equipment/test/infrastructure, (5) diagnosis, (6) budget were investigated.
National Health Service Strategic Plans were examined for metrics related to the outlined definition.

Category

Terms/ Definitions

Imaging workforce

Radiologist, Radiographer, Sonographer, Physicist [specific to radiology],
Technologist [specific to radiology], and Technician [specific to radiology]

Imaging equipment/technology/infrastructure

Radiology, Imaging, X-ray, Radiograph, Plain film, Ultrasound, Sonogram,
Sonography, CT, Computed tomography, Fluoroscopy, MRI, Magnetic resonance imaging, Scan, Radiation, IAEA

Laboratory workforce

Pathologist, Technologist [specific to laboratory], and Technician [specific
to laboratory], analyst, Chemist, Tester, Scientist

Laboratory equipment/test/infrastructure

Microscope, PCR, Urinalysis, Hemoglobin, Hematocrit, Blood, HCG, Blood
bank(ing), Transfusion medicine, RDTs, Rapid diagnostic tests, Pathology,
Histopathology, Cytopathology, Laboratory, Lab, Laboratory medicine,
Medical microbiology, Biochemistry, Hematology, Toxicology, Cellular
pathology, Microscopy, Parasitology

Diagnosis

Diagnosis [specifically for laboratory and medical imaging]

Budget

Budget [specifically for laboratory and medical imaging]

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)

Measurable goals or performance metrics related to laboratory medicine
or imaging diagnostics which aid in monitoring (e.g., number of tests per
population)

Results
The NHSSP for each LLMIC country was examined. 42% of all
LLMICs have a current and available strategy in an NHSSP.
This included 14 of 29 LICs and 19 of 50 LMICs [Figure
2]. The examination of these documents identified large
gaps in diagnostics as a component of LLMIC’s NHSSPs.
Medical imaging was particularly underrepresented,
with deficiencies additionally identified in the inclusion
of laboratory medicine. Imaging was referenced one
percentage point less often than laboratory medicine
regarding workforce, eight percentage points less often
regarding equipment/technology/infrastructure, and six
percentage points less often regarding budget compared
to laboratory medicine. The most common imaging terms
include imaging (11/33), radiology (10/33), x-ray (9/33),
ultrasound (6/33), and MRI (5/33) [Table 2]. The most
common laboratory medicine terms appearing in the
analysis include laboratory (27/33), blood (26/33), diagnosis
(21/33), pathology (14/33), and laboratory technician (10/33).
Workforce
For both medical imaging and laboratory medicine,
indicators of the workforce required to provide diagnostic
testing were mentioned less often in NHSSPs than the
indicators for equipment, technology, and infrastructure.
Only 7% and 8% of NHSSPs included discussion of imaging
and laboratory workforce respectively. A “radiographer”
3/10

(3/33) and a laboratory “technologist” (6/33) were the
most referenced occupations for imaging and laboratory
medicine respectively. No country included all the terms
listed. Radiology technicians were only mentioned in
NHSSPs when laboratory technicians were also referenced.
This exclusion of health specialist titles underscores the lack
of prioritization of quality workforce for laboratory medicine
and imaging services. The stark under-representation of
radiologists in LICs is underscored by the lack of inclusion of
the term “radiologist,” which was referenced only by Liberia
and Zambia.
Equipment/Technology/Infrastructure
Only 11% of current NHSSPs included discussion of
medical imaging equipment, technology, or infrastructure,
whereas 18% of NHSSPs included some discussion of
laboratory equipment, technology, or infrastructure.
Radiology, imaging, and x-ray were the most common
terms used for medical imaging. X-ray was mentioned in
9/33 (27%) of NHSSPs. Ultrasound was referenced in 6/33
(18%) of NHSSPs. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was
referenced in 6/33 (18%) of NHSSPs. Computed tomography
(CT) was referenced in 4/33 (12%) of NHSSPs. Countries
acknowledging the advanced modalities of either CT or
MRI also mentioned x-ray and ultrasound, with the sole
exception of Angola. All countries except for South Sudan,
Mongolia, Moldova, and the Philippines referenced the term
“laboratory” or its abbreviation, “lab.”
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Figure 2. Eligibility of low and lower middle-income (LLMIC) countries’ National Health Services Strategic Plans for analysis in
this study. This Gantt chart provides date-validity data for each of the countries included in the analysis. Countries classified
as LICs are Burundi, Chad, Eritrea, Guinea, Haiti, Liberia, Malawi, Mali, Niger, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, South Sudan, Togo, and
the Republic of Yemen. Countries classified as LMICs are Angola, Cabo Verde, Cameroon, Comoros, Honduras, Kenya, People’s
Democratic Republic of Lao, Lesotho, Federated States of Micronesia, Moldova, Mongolia, Myanmar, Nicaragua, Nigeria, Pakistan,
Philippines, Sri Lanka, Timor-Leste, Zambia. The language of each country document is noted as yellow for French, green for
English, blue for Portuguese, and orange for Spanish.
Zambia
Sri Lanka
Pakistan
Nicaragua
Mongolia
Micronesia, Fed. Sts.

Countries

Lao PDR
Hondu ras
Cameroon
Angola
Togo
Sierra Leone
Niger
Malawi
Haiti
Eritrea
Burundi
2005

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

Years of National Health Services Strategic Plan Validity

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
KPIs were defined as any measurable metric that was
referenced in the document to aid in the monitoring of
performance. KPIs can be used to benchmark access to
diagnostic testing and are often representative of the
financial allocations of resources necessary to meet the
targets. Rather than using specific terms to locate KPIs
specifically in NHSSPs, documents were scanned for
numerical indicators related to diagnostics. Examples of
KPIs include numerical values related to the number of
laboratories with molecular testing, the number of CTs,
or the number of laboratory technicians per population.
Only 4/33 (12%) of NHSSPs included KPIs for imaging, and
6/33 (18%) of NHSSPs included KPIs for laboratory medicine
[Figure 3]. All four of the NHSSPs which addressed medical
imaging also addressed laboratory medicine. An additional
13 NHSSPs included KPIs for diagnostics related to the use
of medical imaging or laboratory medicine for the diagnosis
and/or treatment of specific diseases. The percentage of
newly infected HIV/AIDS cases and tuberculosis incidence
rates (diagnosed through medical imaging and laboratory
medicine) compared to 2015 are examples of such diseasespecific indicators. Even when general indicators of human
4/10

resources, infrastructure, and budget were addressed in
the policies examined, the metrics for medical imaging and
laboratory medicine were often missing from the text.
Budget
Commitment to funding health care services is a vital
component of NHSSPs because it identifies priority areas that
might then become operationalized. A specific budget for
medical imaging was documented in 1/33 (3%) of NHSSPs.
A specific budget for laboratory medicine was noted in 3/33
(9%) of NHSSPs. We did not include findings of budgets for
specific vertical interventions, such as for diagnostics related
to a specific disease like, for example, tuberculosis. Out of the
33 plans, two did not include any budget discussion: Kenya
did not include discussion of the overall health budget and
Moldova did not include numerical financial data. Budgeting
related to medical imaging was noted only for one country
(Zambia) and budgeting for laboratory medicine was noted
in four NHSSPs (Haiti, Federated States of Micronesia, TimorLeste, and Zambia).
Alignment with other policies
No reference was made to a national radiology plan, even
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Table 2. Number (percent) of NHSSPs that include the most common terms for diagnostics. Data presented in columns as (1) lowincome countries, (2) lower middle-income countries, and (3) low- and lower middle-income countries comes from the inclusion
of terms in the 33 current and available NHSSPs. All 79 LLMICs (including those without current NHSSPs) as defined by the World
Bank are included in column (4).

Most Common
Terms

Low-Income
Countries (LICs)
N=14

Lower
Middle- Income
Countries (LMICs)
N=19

Low- and-Lower
Middle-Income
Countries (LLMICs)
with National Health
Service Strategic Plans
N=33

All Low- and Lower
Middle-Income
Countries
N=79

Imaging Terms
Imaging
Radiology
X-ray
Ultrasound
MRI

7 (50)

4 (21.1)

11 (33.3)

11 (13.9)

4 (28.5)

6 (32.6)

10 (30.3)

10 (12.7)

5 (35.7)

4 (21.1)

9 (27.3)

9 (11.4)

3 (21.4)

3 (15.8)

6 (18.2)

6 (0.08)

2 (14.3)

3 (15.8)

5 (15.2)

5 (0.06)

Laboratory Medicine Terms
Laboratory

12 (85.7)

15 (78.9)

27 (81.8)

27 (34.2)

13 (92.8)

13 (68.4)

26 (78.7)

26 (32.9)

9 (64.3)

12 (63.2)

21 (63.6)

21 (26.6)

Pathology

9 (64.3)

5 (26.3)

14 (42.2)

14 (17.7)

Laboratory
Technician

5 (35.7)

5 (26.3)

10 (30.3)

10 (17.7)

Blood
Diagnosis

when available, while national laboratory plans were
referenced in only 3/33 (9%) of NHSSPs. The disregard for
national plans for diagnostics highlights a critical gap in
NHSSPs. Sierra Leone, Haiti, and Zambia referred to their
national laboratory plan, though Sierra Leone’s plan has
since expired.

19/33 (58%) referred to the same categories for medical
imaging. Only one country specifically mentioned medical
imaging budget, and only four NHSSPs noted budgeting
related to laboratory medicine.

Discussion

Overview
Of the NHSSPs examined 31/33 (94%) mentioned medical
imaging, and 19/33 (58%) mentioned laboratory medicine
to any capacity. None of the NHSSPs examined included all
related key terminologies. Only 5/33 and 4/33 of NHSSPs
included indicators for medical imaging and the laboratory
workforce, respectively. Across all input categories
examined, medical imaging was particularly neglected.
While 31/33 (94%) of available and current NHSSPs referred
to laboratory equipment/technology/infrastructure, only
5/10

At the country level, the process of NHSSP development
includes convening key stakeholders to identify priority
areas [10]. These priority areas then serve as the skeleton of
the NHSSP. Resource limitations ensure that not all priority
areas identified are included, and accordingly tend to be
neglected when plans are implemented [10]. Technical
and financial partners, such as Ministries of Health and
Finance, are often authors of NHSSPs with support provided
by the WHO [11,17]. External stakeholders are brought in
to assess the current status of an already finalized NHSSP
and to propose areas of improvement. End users are rarely
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Figure 3. Inclusion of key performance indicators in NHSSPs. a. Percentage of current National Health Service Strategic Plans that
provide information on a particular diagnostic indicator category for all low-income countries and all low-income countries with a
current NHSSP. b. Information on all lower middle-income countries and all lower middle-income countries with a current NHSSP.
c. Includes diagnostic indicator categories for all low- and lower middle-income countries and all low- and lower middle-income
countries with a current NHSSP. Percentage calculations were created relative to the number of terms used to determine inclusion
for each diagnostic category as well as the number of countries.

Percentage Inclusion of Radiology and Laboratory Medicine in Low-Income Countries
Imaging Key Performance Indicators

7%

Laboratory Key Performance Indicators
Imaging Budget
Laboratory Budget

3a

0%
0%
14%

3%

0%
0%

7%
11%

Laboratory equipment/ test / Infrastructure
5%

Laboratory workforce

11%
6%

Imaging equipment / technology / Infrastructure
3%

Imaging workforce

22%

13%
7%

0%

5%

All Low Income Countries

10%

15%

20%

25%

Low-Income Countries with current NHSSP

Percentage Inclusion of Radiology and Laboratory Medicine in Lower Middle-Income Countries
Imaging Key Performance Indicators

26%

8%

Laboratory Key Performance Indicators
4%

Imaging Budget

26%

5%

2%

Laboratory Budget

11%
6%

Laboratory equipment/ test / Infrastructure
2%

Laboratory workforce

16%

6%
4%

Imaging equipment / technology / Infrastructure
3%

Imaging workforce
0%

All Lower Middle-Income Countries

6/10

3b

10%

10%
7%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

Lower Middle-Income Countries with current NHSSP
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Figure 3 continued.
Percentage Inclusion of Radiology and Laboratory Medicine in Low- and Lower-Middle Income Countries

15%
8%

Laboratory Key Performance Indicators

21%
4%

Imaging Budget

3%
2%

Laboratory Budget

9%
6%

Laboratory equipment/ test / Infrastructure

18%
2%

Laboratory workforce

8%
4%

Imaging equipment / technology / Infrastructure

11%
3%

Imaging workforce

7%
0%

5%

All Low and Lower Middle- Income Countries

10%

15%

20%

25%

Low- and Lower-Middle Income Countries with current NHSSP

consulted and are often notably absent from the list of
authors.
This study finds limited representation in NHSSPs of medical
imaging and laboratory diagnostics from standpoints
like workforce, equipment/technology/infrastructure,
and finance. This adds barriers to the operationalization
of diagnostic services. Of the 79 LICs and LMICs originally
included in this analysis, 49 countries do not have an
available NHSSP, adversely impacting the operationalization
of health care services. The lack of acknowledgment of
medical imaging was not particularly surprising, as access to
equipment across all modalities in LICs is often significantly
lower than the WHO recommends [20].
Findings on work force align with published radiologist
workforce numbers in LICs compared to high-income
countries. For example, sub-Saharan Africa has 0.9 per
1,000,000 radiologists relative to 104.4 per 1,000,000 in the
United States [21]. Sub-Saharan African countries additionally
have fewer than 10% of the number of pathologists per
capita compared to those in the United States [22]. The
estimated number of pathologists in sub-Saharan Africa is
15 per 1,000,000 people compared to 39.4 per 1,000,000
in the United States [9,22]. Lack of space, water, power
supply, consumables, supplies, network, and equipment are
barriers to medical imaging availability. Large health care
infrastructure requirements are also needed for imaging [8].
Limitations in the workforce and relative infrastructure are
challenges that must be overcome by countries working
to secure access to imaging and diagnostic services in
general [9,23-25]. Therefore, investment in medical imaging
and laboratory medicine infrastructure needs to address
7/10

3c

10%

Imaging Key Performance Indicators

the overarching factors that impact the availability of
these services. For budgetary processes, governments
and policymakers in LLMICs aim to make their budgetary
plans based on the prioritization of interventions and
programs recommended to support the attainment of UHC
[20,26]. Addressing these challenges in NHSSPs can help to
strengthen health care systems in low resource settings.
Additionally, a key issue identified in NHSSPs is the lack of
inclusion of financial targets. Investment in medical imaging
has been shown to save costs and to be cost-effective [6,27].
While there is an acknowledgment of the indispensable
need for medical imaging, access to these services remains
limited in LLMICs [6,20]. Almost 20 years ago, the WHO
published a document describing when and how diagnostic
imaging should be used where resources are limited [12].
However, diagnostics continue to be unavailable or underresourced in these countries, threatening global health
security and advancement of UHC [28]. Documentation
addressing medical imaging additionally remains separate
from documentation addressing pathology and laboratory
medicine, although both are fundamental components of
diagnostics [29]. Imaging and laboratory diagnostics are in
different silos within the WHO and greater synergy could be
helpful. For example, imaging is missing from the Essential
Diagnostics List (EDL) [30].
A framework for an NHSSP was released by the WHO in 2010
[11]. The guiding principle of this document for all member
countries focuses on generating political dialogue, providing
consistent terminology of words used in addressing
situations in the plan, the alignment of the plan with other
policies in a systematic manner, and finally, reinforcing the
plan through prioritization, monitoring, and evaluation
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and resource planning [11]. These elements contributed to
the category indicators used in this study. WHO guidelines
are available for the development of national laboratory
strategic plans to address the critical issue. Similar guidelines
for national radiology plans are not available, although there
are alternatives such as guidelines from the Royal College
of Physicians of Ireland [31, 34]. Documentation regarding
the development of medical device policies is also available
through the WHO [32]. However, the lack of connection
between policies adds another barrier to implementation
[26]. Therefore, a greater emphasis should be placed on the
inclusion of diagnostic imaging in the future versions of
NHSSPs [8]. Improved visibility of medical imaging within
NHSSPs is vital to increasing access at a country level [9,23,24].
Integrated implementation of combined imaging and
laboratory medicine diagnostics would minimize inefficient
and ineffective siloed, disease-based approaches and
improve access to reliable, timely diagnosis [33].

Recommendations

•

•

•

8/10

Understanding the current status of under representation
of medical imaging in NHSSPs is critical as countries move
toward UHC2030 [22]. There is an urgent need to prioritize
medical imaging in country strategic planning so that
required testing may be budgeted and operationalized.
The unique analyses and recommendations provided in this
paper highlight the issues of inequitable access to diagnostic
services, particularly medical imaging. A newfound
commitment to ensuring access to diagnostics for all is vital
to “ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all
ages” [34].

The authors report no conflicts of interest.

All available supporting health care policies should be
referenced in the NHSSP, which will then serve as a
blueprint.
Individual country NHSSPs may vary due to contextual
differences, but all should prioritize diagnostics and particularly medical imaging. Health workers should have
a prominent role in the process of creating NHSSPs in
order to represent the larger healthcare landscape and
make it less likely that critical components are ignored.
Consulted stakeholder groups should include end-users
for better awareness of healthcare issues on the ground
[15]. Increased involvement of end-users in the development of NHSSPs is vital.
International Action

•

Diagnostic services are essential components of health care.
Testing is required for all aspects of a care-cycle, including
screening, diagnosis, treatment, and surveillance. The lack of
current and available NHSSPs and the omission of diagnostic
services in LLMIC NHHSPs when available does not align with
the resources required to achieve good population health.

Conflicts of interest

National Action
•

Conclusion

The immediate need to include medical imaging and
laboratory medicine in NHSSPs, would be bolstered by
inclusion of medical imaging in the WHO EDL. Access
to diagnostic services is vital to achieving UHC2030 and
ensuring the health of the global population [4].
As the WHO provides guidelines and reference for in
vitro diagnostics through EDL recommendations, the
inclusion of imaging in a similar published list will be
critical to addressing inadequate services necessary to
promote health, serve vulnerable communities, and
improve patient safety.
An updated WHO EDL that contains recommendations
for tier-based medical imaging services could inform
countries’ NHSSPs in the provision of improved health
care for the population [34].
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